Rhonda to child:
What, did you leave your manners at home?
Paul?

Morrie says of Eunice:

...the age of getting forgetful. With her, it seems to work the opposite.
the witch of Endor
It was said

Eumice

You could sharpen a scythe on him (Lucas)

--have Lucas as local money lender, @ 2%/month?
A RAft Pilot's Log--Walter A. Blair

112--"Life lays its burden on every man's shoulder,

We each have a cross or a trial to bear,

If we miss it in youth it will come when we're older

And fit us as close as the garments we wear."

(B. doesn't know who wrote it)

or Angus?

possible use: Anna has this written on blackboard of schoolroom; always keeps something written there, for kids to see when they're looking around.

possible further use: Angus--heaven help me, I even was in love with her handwriting.
"Oh, well. Soon I'll be dead." (a neighbor who fascinates the S. Fork schoolkids)